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Aligned carbon nanotube morphogenesis predicts physical properties of their polymer nanocomposites

Tomography-driven three-dimensional morphology of aligned carbon nanotube (CNT) polymer nanocomposites is utilized with modelling and simulation to elucidate the underlying mechanisms governing their electrical, thermal, and mechanical behaviour. We find that elastic modulus is governed by local CNT curvature evolution with packing proximity and that transport properties scale with number of CNT–CNT junctions but to different degrees: thermal conductivity increases linearly and electrical conductivity to the $\frac{1}{2}$ power with CNT–CNT junction density, respectively. These findings could enable independent property tuning of these materials for a variety of high value applications.
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Carbon nanostructure (CNS) based polymer nanocomposites (PNCs) are of interest due to the superior properties of the CNS themselves, scale effects, and the ability to transfer these properties anisotropically to the bulk material. However, measurements of physical properties of such materials are not in agreement with theoretical predictions. Recently, the ability to characterize the 3D morphology of such PNCs at the nanoscale has been significantly improved, with rich, quantitative data extracted from tomographic transmission electron microscopy (TEM). In this work, we use new, nanoscale quantitative 3D morphological information and stochastic modeling to re-interpret experimental measurements of continuous aligned carbon nanotube (A-CNT) PNC properties as a function of A-CNT packing/volume fraction. The 3D tortuosity calculated from tomographic reconstructions and its evolution with volume fraction is used to develop a novel definition of waviness that incorporates the stochastic nature of CNT growth. The importance of using randomly wavy CNTs to model these materials is validated by agreement between simulated and previously-measured PNC elastic moduli. Secondary morphological descriptors such as CNT junction density and inter-junction distances are measured for transport property predictions. The scaling of the junction density with CNT volume fraction is observed to be non-linear, and this non-linearity is identified as the primary reason behind the previously unexplained scaling of aligned-CNT PNC longitudinal thermal conductivity. By contrast, the measured electrical conductivity scales linearly with volume fraction as it is relatively insensitive to junction density beyond percolation. This result verifies prior hypotheses that electrical conduction in such fully percolated and continuous CNT systems is dominated by the bulk resistivity of the CNTs themselves. This combination of electron tomographic data and stochastic simulations is a powerful method for establishing a predictive capability for nanocomposite structure–property relations, making it an essential aid in understanding and tailoring the next-generation of advanced composites.

1. Introduction

Carbon nanostructures (CNSs), when paired with a polymeric matrix, offer a hybrid material system that can be tailored for many high-value applications in addition to being sustainable,1–6 where both components could be derived from naturally occurring precursors.7,8 For example, epoxy systems reinforced with CNSs, such as graphene,9,10 graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs)10 and carbon nanotubes (CNTs),11 were recently shown to have scale-dependent electrical, thermal, and mechanical properties, making them leading candidates for use in applications such as electronic skin, pressure sensors, and protective films.12,13 However, the orders of magnitude discrepancies between physical properties forecasted by well-established theoretical models and the experimentally observed material behavior means that the engineering design...
tools necessary for the commercial application of these next-generation materials are lacking. Although previous studies have shown that the mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties of CNS reinforced polymeric systems are sometimes adequately described using constant intrinsic CNS properties with, e.g., a rule-of-mixtures approach, such a simplification may not be appropriate when the CNS morphology is altered due to packing evolution. See Fig. 1A–C for plots illustrating property and property prediction results for CNTs, graphene, and GNPs at a variety of volume fractions, which indicate that constant values for the elastic modulus and thermal and electrical conductivities do not yield accurate performance projections when utilized in conjunction with rule of mixtures (Fig. 1A and B) and percolation theory (Fig. 1C). These gaps between predicted and measured material performance also stem from the complete omission or overly simplistic description of the inherent morphology of these materials, particularly how the morphology may evolve with volume fraction ($V_f$).

Recent work on three-dimensional morphological quantification$^{45,46}$ and modeling of CNS reinforced polymers$^{47,48}$ has shown that a significant amount of stochastically-varying local curvature is exhibited by the CNSs present in the polymer matrix. These works also show that such structural randomness leads to the formation of a large number of van der Waals dominated junctions that may contribute to the mechanical and transport properties of such architectures. However, the formation of such junctions cannot be natively described by the assumptions that dominate previous theoretical frameworks, which primarily include simple functional forms, whereas stochastic descriptions are more representative of the kinetic and diffusive processes by which CNSs are synthesized$^{5,49}$ e.g., CNTs via chemical vapor deposition. See Fig. 1D for an illustration of the simple morphological assumptions previously used to model an exemplary aligned CNT system, in addition to the visualized three-dimensional CNT topology and the stochastic descriptions used herein. Further, while the number of junctions formed in CNS architectures is strongly dependent on the CNS volume fraction, very little is currently known about how the junction density evolves with CNS packing proximity (i.e., $V_f$).

3D descriptions of CNS morphologies in nanocomposites have recently been provided using quantitative electron tomography$^{45,46}$ and small angle X-ray scattering.$^{50}$ Specifically, we have developed an electron tomographic

---

**Fig. 1** Measured properties of epoxy-based nanocomposites with randomly dispersed or aligned carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and other prevalent carbon nanostructures (CNSs), i.e., graphene and graphene nano-platelets (GNPs) and morphology assumptions in property prediction tools for A-PNCs: (A) Elastic modulus ($E$) scaling with CNS volume fraction ($V_f$) for random and aligned CNTs,$^{14–25}$ graphene,$^{46,48}$ and GNPs.$^{53}$ Fitting with a rule-of-mixtures equation shown in the legend demonstrates that high $V_f$ aligned CNTs exhibit the highest effective CNS modulus, $E_o$. (B) Thermal conductivity ($k$) as a function of CNS $V_f$ for random and aligned CNTs,$^{45–42}$ graphene,$^{33–37}$ and GNPs.$^{27–30,38–39}$ Fitting with a rule-of-mixtures equation in the legend demonstrates that graphene and GNPs exhibit the highest effective CNS thermal conductivity, $k_o$, while the best overall thermal conductivity $k$ is measured for the highest $V_f$, CNT nanocomposite. (C) Electrical conductivity ($\sigma$) as a function of CNS $V_f$ for random and aligned CNTs,$^{32–42}$ graphene,$^{27–44}$ and GNPs.$^{38}$ Fitting with the power-law equation shown in the legend indicates that although CNT and graphene composites can reach similar $\sigma$, since their effective CNS electrical conductivity, $\sigma_o$, is of similar magnitude, their percolation exponent ($t$) can vary significantly. (A)–(C) demonstrate that although CNS-based polymer nanocomposites could exhibit the best mechanical and transport properties of all the CNSs, precise morphological descriptors are needed to avoid orders of magnitude over- or under-prediction of resultant physical properties. (D) Illustrations of the two commonly assumed morphologies of A-PNCs in comparison to the three-dimensional reconstruction and the morphology generated according to such reconstructions using the current simulation framework.
approach that permits the extraction and quantification of the 3D arrangement of aligned CNT forests embedded in a polymeric matrix (Fig. S1†). Morphological metrics describing the network structure such as alignment, proximity, junction density, and waviness may be obtained from the resultant digitized reconstructions with nanometer resolution. Since aligned CNTs exhibit the best combination of mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties among the previously studied CNS reinforced polymer systems (see Fig. 1A), and were also the subject of our recent experimental and computational work on their three-dimensional morphology, this system was selected to be the focus of the current study.

Here, we use newly available morphogenesis (evolution of morphology with increasing $V_f$) data from electron tomography and stochastic simulations, to develop more representative mechanical, thermal, and electrical property prediction tools for aligned CNT polymer nanocomposites (A-PNCs) in directions that are both parallel and transverse to the CNT primary axis. Firstly, using the tortuosity measured by 3D TEM, we introduce a new 3D stochastic definition of waviness, which is found to provide the best match to previously-measured modulus data. We then establish the scaling of the CNT–CNT junction density with CNT $V_f$. This scaling is used to shed light on the dependence of transport properties on CNT network structure and its evolution with $V_f$. We believe that the structure–property correlations established here will provide valuable insights into many other past and future results from studies of similar nanocomposites and aligned CNT structures. More broadly, the findings reported herein are expected to be generalizable to other CNS-PNC systems with well characterized 3D morphology.

## 2. Results and discussion

The aligned-CNT (A-CNT) polymer nanocomposites in all the previous studies cited here were fabricated identically. Multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWCNT, $7.65 \pm 0.87$ nm in diameter, (mean ± one standard deviation)) forests were grown by thermal chemical vapor deposition. The volume fraction of these MWCNTs in the as-grown forest was estimated to be $\approx 1\%$. The CNT forests were then released from the substrate, densified perpendicular to the growth direction to various $V_f$s, impregnated with an epoxy matrix via capillary action and cured appropriately (Fig. S1e†). Further details of the A-PNC fabrication process are described elsewhere. At all volume fractions, the epoxy matrix is not measured to have been modified by the presence of the A-CNTs, as studied via wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) and differential scattering calorimetry (DSC). This is a critical and useful assumption in this work as many polymers, particularly thermoplastics, have strong process-nanostructure interactions causing the polymer morphology and crystallization degree to alter, among other effects. Statistically representative 3D reconstructions of A-CNTs in the A-PNCs of ex situ $V_f$s of 1.00%, 5.00%, 6.00% and 11.70%, estimated from the change in volume of the forests before epoxy infiltration, were obtained using electron tomography as described earlier (Fig. S1a–d†). The reconstructions were quantified to obtain pertinent morphological data via 3D image analysis. This morphological data ($V_f$, CNT proximity and waviness/tortuosity) is required to build analytical models of the A-PNCs for stochastic simulations.

Our imaging method enables, for the first time, the accurate measurement of A-CNT $V_f$s in the nanocomposites (nominally the in situ $V_f$s), among other quantitative features. Comparing the ex situ and in situ $V_f$s we observe that polymer impregnation into the porous A-CNT forest causes it to expand laterally (normal to the alignment axis), resulting in a lower $V_f$ than that estimated post densification (in situ $V_f$s of (0.44 ± 0.01) %, (2.58 ± 0.25) %, (4.04 ± 0.19) %, (6.89 ± 0.43) %, ex situ $V_f$s of 1.00%, 5.00%, 6.00% and 11.70%, respectively). From the plot of in situ composite $V_f$ versus the ex situ $V_f$ of the densified starting material (Fig. S1f†), we find that a corrective factor of 0.59 can be applied to all the $V_f$ values reported earlier, which did not account for the polymer-induced expansion. The inter-CNT spacings or CNT proximity ($\Gamma$) is the second morphological factor and can be readily calculated from the tomography data (Fig. S2†). With increased $V_f$ we observe a non-linear reduction in $\Gamma$, which is in excellent agreement with the trends observed in the data obtained from SEM images of as-grown densely packed CNT arrays (Fig. S2†). As suggested by Stein et al., the mean spacings take the form:

$$\Gamma(V_f) \sim \left(\frac{0.9069}{V_f} - 1\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\delta$ is representative of the average coordination number of the CNTs from the volume. We note that unlike prior 1D measurements made using SEM, our automated measurements, which sample large volumes of data, allow for more statistically significant characterization of the $\Gamma$ distribution. The calculated distributions are observed to be increasingly monodisperse with increasing $V_f$ (Fig. S2f†). Further, these distributions also suggest that the CNT packing density is spatially variant, particularly at lower $V_f$s.

3D tortuosity of the CNTs, the third morphological factor, is key to stochastic simulations of morphology and can also be quantified from our tomography data. From the skeletonized 3D volumes of the 4 different $V_f$ A-PNCs studied (ex situ $V_f$s of 1.00%, 5.00%, 6.00% and 11.70%), we extract tube arc length ($l$) to Euclidean distance ($d$) ratios i.e., tortuosity ($l/d$), for tube segments in the tomographic volume whose lengths are at least 10 times larger than the diameter of the CNTs (7.65 nm) (Fig. S3af†). The segments have to be at least of this length in order for us to extract a meaningful, representative waviness. We observe the 3D tortuosity to decrease with increasing $V_f$, suggesting a straightening of CNTs due to increased confinement (Fig. S3bf†). However, the tortuosity measured here does not explicitly capture the nature or functional form of waviness, which is also an essential morphological descriptor. The waviness of CNTs has been previously described using simple sinusoidal and helical functions that neglect the stochastic...
nature of CNT growth.\textsuperscript{57,58} Here, we employ our novel definition of waviness, which provides a more realistic representation of CNT morphology in the form of a “random” helical function. The usual waviness ratio ($w$) is a scalar measure of waviness that is typically defined as the amplitude over the wavelength of the chosen waviness function. For the random helical definition this ratio is modified by a pre-factor as described in other work.\textsuperscript{47,59} Depending on the assumed geometry (i.e. sinusoidal/helical/randomly helical), the 3D tortuosity for a given $w$ will vary drastically. The tortuosity versus $w$ plot in Fig. 2B shows how the tortuosity may be converted to an analytical/deterministic waviness (i.e. $w$) and vice versa.\textsuperscript{48} Using the 3D morphology data, we first consider the elastic modulus of the A-PNCs.

2.1 Mechanical properties

The axial and transverse/lateral elastic moduli of these A-PNCs measured by Handlin et al.\textsuperscript{17} are plotted as a function of $V_\text{f}$ in Fig. 2C. The \textit{in situ} $V_\text{f}$ shown here are corrected for volumetric expansion during polymer infiltration (previously-reported \textit{ex situ} $V_\text{f} \times 0.59$). Despite the correction, the measured elastic moduli are found to be an order of magnitude smaller than expected based on simple rule-of-mixtures calculations (see Fig. 1A). For example, at 12.00 vol\% CNTs, the expected composite modulus is $\approx 60.0$ GPa for a conservative CNT modulus of $\approx 500$ GPa. However, the measured value is 6.4 GPa. In prior work it has been demonstrated that CNT waviness is the primary cause of this reduction.\textsuperscript{17,57} Indeed, pre-straining of CNT films to reduce waviness has been found to significantly higher elastic modulus values.\textsuperscript{21} Reciprocally, the modulus of the reinforcing CNT phase ($E_\text{m}$) i.e., the contribution of the CNT to the modulus of the nanocomposite, may be thought of as reducing with increasing waviness. It is possible to calculate the CNT reinforcement modulus, $E_\text{r}$, and its evolution as a function of waviness using our simulations,\textsuperscript{47} where each CNT is represented as a series of discrete nodes (Fig. 2A and Fig. S4a†). To apply the appropriate waviness to the CNTs, the displacement of each node relative to the node that precedes it in the $x$-$y$ plane, is evaluated using the amplitude and wavelength. Stochastic waviness is achieved by using 2 Gaussian distributions to independently evaluate displacements in the lateral directions ($x$-$y$). Looking in the axial direction ($z$) we observe that this is essentially a two-dimensional random walk of a helically wavy CNT (Fig. S4a†). Our simulations are run on large ensembles of these CNTs (Fig. 1D and Fig. S4a†), at the requisite $V_\text{f}$s, to get a statistically representative reinforcement modulus for the system. The simulated data for the random helical system is shown in the plot of reinforcement modulus ($E_\text{r}$) \textit{versus} waviness ratio in Fig. S4b,\textsuperscript{†} where we observe $E_\text{r}$ to decrease with increasing waviness. We note that larger ratios between the CNT ($\gamma$) and matrix moduli ($E_\text{m}$) result in larger reductions in $E_\text{r}$ (Fig. S4b†).

Most prior studies have employed a constant waviness ratio to fit moduli measured over a range of $V_\text{f}$s, which leads to a strong under- or over-estimation of the elastic modulus depending on the $V_\text{f}$ at which the waviness was measured. Since waviness changes with the $V_\text{f}$ (Fig. S3†), we generate sinusoidal, helical and randomly helical CNT morphologies at the $V_\text{f}$s studied by Handlin et al.\textsuperscript{17} The reinforcement modulus of these CNTs ($E_\text{r}$) at various $V_\text{f}$s is measured using our simulation technique and inserted into the rule-of-mixtures formula ($E_{\text{A-PNC}} = V_\text{f} \times E_\text{r} + (1 - V_\text{f}) \times E_\text{matrix}$) to estimate the composite elastic modulus. From Fig. S5,\textsuperscript{†} we note that, despite accounting for the change in waviness with $V_\text{f}$, the sinusoidal and helical assumptions strongly underestimate the A-PNC properties. This indicates that such simplistic defi-

Fig. 2 Deformation modes, morphological descriptors, and modulus modeling: (A) Illustration of the dominant physical mechanisms for CNT mechanical response. (B) Plot of tortuosity versus the analytical waviness ratio ($w$) for sinusoidal, helical and random helical formulations of waviness.\textsuperscript{46} The shaded region represents the range of tortuosity ($\tau$) values calculated from tomography data. (C) Elastic modulus ($E$) of A-PNCs in the longitudinal (||, parallel to CNT alignment) and transverse (⊥, perpendicular to CNT alignment) directions, and the respective model predictions, as a function of the \textit{in situ} CNT volume fraction $V_\text{f}$ and accounting for morphology evolution. $E$ scaling for A-PNCs shows that higher $V_\text{f}$ mediated waviness reduction leads to significant enhancement in the $E$ previously measured\textsuperscript{17} in the parallel (||) direction, whereas the perpendicular (⊥) direction sees little benefit with higher $V_\text{f}$.
nitions of waviness are inadequate in describing the mechanical performance of these systems (see discussion in Fig. S5†). Remarkably, the random helical definition, which is the first to account for the stochastic CNT morphology, provides the best match to the measured nanocomposite modulus (Fig. 2B and Fig. S5†). This result strongly supports the need to explicitly consider the stochastic nature of CNT morphology, and its evolution with increased crowding.

We note that the model CNT ensembles generated using the 3 primary structural descriptors ($V_i$, proximity and waviness/tortuosity) obtained by tomography, also show agreement here in. We obtain further validates the random helical formulation developed herein. We obtain $N_j$ ($m^{-3}$) by skeletonizing the reconstructed 3D volumes (Fig. S1 and S6†) and tallying the number of CNT–CNT contacts i.e., branches in the skeletonized structures (Fig. 3A).† We find that, as the CNTs are brought closer, the short range van der Waals attractions cause them to cluster, causing a non-linear increase in $N_j$, best fit by a power law equation, $N_j$ ($m^{-3}$) = $3 \times 10^{21} V_i^{1.5}$. $N_j$ increases by nearly two orders of magnitude ($((7.24 \pm 1.13) \times 10^{20} m^{-3})$ to $((5.38 \pm 0.63) \times 10^{22} m^{-3})$ for an order of magnitude increase in $V_i$ ((0.44 ± 0.01) % to (6.89 ± 0.43) %) (Fig. 3B). We note that these experimentally measured $N_j$ values are in good agreement in (the order of magnitude, $\sim 10^{22} m^{-3}$) with earlier computational calculations of $N_j$ in CNT films.† However, these calculations predict a quadratic dependence of $N_j$ on $V_i$ whereas our data shows $N_j \sim V_i^{1.5}$. That said, the earlier work simplistically assumed that CNTs are rigid rod-like objects, whereas they are only stiff along the local plane of the CNT wall, and rather overall compliant due to shear and bending modes (see Fig. 2A).† On the other hand, here we have real estimates from high quality tomography data. The average distance between nearest contact points ($\xi$) may also be readily calculated from $N_j$ using:

$$\xi = \frac{8V_i}{N_j \pi d^2}$$

where $d$ is the average outer diameter of the CNTs = ($7.65 \pm 0.87$) nm.† Eqn (2) makes the usual geometric assumption that in aligned arrays, the area fraction of CNTs (in a plane perpendicular to the CNT axes) is equal to $V_i$. From eqn (2), we note that if $N_j$ indeed scaled linearly with $V_i$, $\xi$ would be a constant. However, $\xi$ exhibits an inverse power law dependence on $V_i$ ($\xi \sim V_i^{-0.5}$, Fig. 3B) that is much weaker than the inverse scaling predicted for randomly contacting uncorrelated rods, but consistent with the scaling predictions for diffusion-limited networks of semi-dilute elongated macromolecules predicted by de Gennes and coworkers ($\xi \sim V_i^{-0.5}$).†

We now turn our attention to the transport properties (thermal and electrical conductivity) of the A-PNCs utilizing the junction density and distance quantification discussed above.

### 2.2 Thermal properties

A-PNCs have been proposed as candidate materials for thermal interfaces and thermoelectric power devices, owing to the excellent thermal properties of CNTs.† These composites have been found to possess some of the highest thermal conductivities, in particular compared to randomly-oriented CNT dispersions.† However, Marconnet et al.,† like many others before, observed the axial thermal conductivity of the CNT arrays and resultant nanocomposites to fall far short of what would be expected from a pristine CNT with a modest thermal conductivity of 1000 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹ (Fig. 4B).‡ They also found the axial composite thermal conductivity to increase non-linearly with increased $V_f$, indicating that the simple model of parallel CNTs conducting heat within the matrix is unsupported. Additionally, they observed the anisotropy to
increase at higher CNT $V_f$ i.e., the axial thermal conductivity increased more rapidly than the transverse thermal conductivity with increased $V_f$. In the absence of any variation in the intrinsic CNT properties with densification (invariant $I_D/I_G$ ratios $\sim 0.7$ and diameter), the authors speculated that the reduced thermal conductivity, as well as most of the non-linearity, is caused by the interaction between CNTs and between the CNT and the polymer. They also suggested that any model explaining the dependence of thermal conductivity on CNT $V_f$ should include the $V_f$ effect on other morphological factors. Our recent imaging methodology facilitates this investigation.\(^{45}\)

We plot the thermal conductivity values ($k$) reported in Marconnet et al. against the corresponding corrected, or in situ $V_f$s, (Fig. 4B).\(^{29}\) We find that the best approximation to the trend in the corrected data is given by $(k - k_m) = (115 \pm 17)$ (W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$) $V_f^{1.56}$, as opposed to $(k - k_m) = 73$ (W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$) $V_f^{1.72}$, suggested in the original paper (Fig. S7a†).\(^{29}\) The increase in the prefactor in this relationship suggests a stronger contribution of the CNTs to conduction than originally calculated.\(^{29}\) While the power-law dependence might appear similar to percolation behavior, we note that such scaling at the high CNT loadings investigated here has been found to be due to network characteristics dominated by CNT–CNT contact resistance.\(^{63}\) Marconnet et al. speculated, in accordance with previous findings, that the upward concave trend in the data was indicative that the number density of CNT–CNT contacts ($N_J$) was increasing (although the nature of this increase was then unclear). Now that CNT–CNT contact density can be quantified, it appears that the scaling of $N_J$ with $V_f$ ($N_J \sim V_f^{1.50}$) in our tomography data (Fig. 4C) is identical to the thermal conductivity power law behavior ($k \sim V_f^{1.50}$) in the corrected property data, which validates the original interpretation of the data. Additionally, in the plot of the thermal conductivity enhancement versus the estimated $N_J$ for the corrected $V_f$s in Marconnet et al., we observe a close-to-linear dependence (discounting the clear outlier indicated by red data point in Fig. S7b†). Indeed, the CNT networks, growing and interconnecting with the increased $V_f$, act as “heat pipes” throughout the composite, thus increasing thermal conductivity as their cross-sectional area contribution to the nanocomposite increases with $V_f$.

From our tomography data we are able to provide the first quantitative support to hypotheses linking morphological changes and the non-linear increase in thermal conductivity in aligned CNT composites. While it is possible for other sources of non-linearity to exist (see details in ESI, Fig. S8 and S9†), the 3D data reveals that the primary source of non-linearity is the non-linearly increasing density of CNT–CNT contacts.
with $V_f$. A natural conclusion from this newly exposed data is that, contrary to the original interpretation, in order to increase the thermal conductivity in a realistic system, with imperfect alignment and continuity, the number of CNT–CNT contacts needs to be maximized, as it provides more axial pathways for phonon transport. These findings further emphasize the importance of network visualization, and allow for better understanding of the origin and limitations on A-PNC thermal conductivity.

2.3 Electrical properties

The excellent axial electrical properties of CNTs make aligned CNT structures and their composites ideal candidates for flexible conductors, tactile displays and sensors.\textsuperscript{5,71} We briefly discuss previously unpublished electrical conductivity data in light of the new tomography results. Re-plotting the electrical conductivity ($\sigma$) versus the correct \textit{in situ} $V_f$S (Fig. 4C), reveals a stronger contribution of CNTs to conduction than originally presumed. However, unlike in the case of thermal conductivity, which scales linearly with $N_j$ \textit{i.e.}, $k \sim V_f^{3/2}$, the electrical conductivities are found to exhibit a weak ($N_j$)\textsuperscript{0.5} scaling (\textit{i.e.,} $\sigma \sim V_f^{3/4}$). Such scaling of electrical conductivity with $N_j$ was recently reported for nanowire networks\textsuperscript{77,78} and previous studies on continuous aligned CNT composites have reported similar $\sigma$ scaling with $V_f$ that is approximately linear in nature.\textsuperscript{22,24,79,80} This observation is in contrast with the percolation-like scaling of ($\sigma \sim V_f^{2}$) commonly observed in randomly dispersed CNT composites.\textsuperscript{81} This is because A-PNCs are always beyond percolation axially as the CNTs are continuous. Further, the data also shows the same to be true transversely. Keblishki \textit{et al.} suggest that this linear scaling at volume fractions well above percolation may be due to the bulk resistivity dominated conduction, as opposed to contact resistance based conduction (seen with thermal transport in continuous composites and electrical transport in randomly dispersed CNT composites).\textsuperscript{63}

In such electrical conduction, the non-linear increase in the contact density does not play a significant role since the conduction is dependent on the concentration of bulk conductors, \textit{i.e.}, the number of parallel pathways between the electrodes, which is proportional to the $V_f$.\textsuperscript{63} The additional CNT–CNT junctions do not play a significant role in conduction. These results indicate that the various relevant physical properties of A-PNCs are sensitive to the evolution of morphological features to varying degrees. Our novel characterization of the scaling of properties with changing structure provides a basis for the optimization and design of multifunctional A-PNC properties.

3. Conclusions

Using the newly-acquired high-resolution 3D imaging to revisit previous experimental results has allowed for better understanding of A-CNT based PNC behavior. Previous interpretations have been strongly validated in some cases, and significantly modified in others, based on the new nanoscale, quantitative, morphological data. All the properties considered (thermal, electrical, mechanical) depend to varying degrees on $V_f$, and the 3D data corrects the prior \textit{ex situ} assessments (based on densified volume considerations) to \textit{in situ} ones. CNT waviness, strongly dependent on $V_f$, is a significant factor in reducing observed modulus trends compared to moduli predicted by simulations and computational modeling work elsewhere.\textsuperscript{47,59} Most importantly, the stochastic nature of CNT morphology must be accounted for in modeling the mechanical properties. CNT–CNT network connections (and the continuous CNT length between connections) play a dominant role in thermal transport; and since they increase non-linearly with CNT $V_f$, thermal conductivity should, and indeed does seem to follow this trend. The electrical conductivity, on the other hand, is found to weakly scale with junction density, thereby suggesting that electron conduction in A-CNT nanocomposites well beyond percolation is volume-resistivity dominated, rather than by the increased participation of CNT junctions. These understandings, made possible only due to the new 3D data, can now make PNC tailoring smarter, and more efficient.
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